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Yo when me rise, we keep it arise
Dropping it, on the streets every night
We grab the mike and tah keep it alive
Write rhymes ah when we drive
When we rise, we make people surprise
Let the semi up di eat ah my rise
They had to... big... 
They're trying to steal my style

Well it's Keith, killing everything in the heat
Murray says that Murray and Keith Murray is me
... Jay bb beats... classical melodies
They going hard, that's what the streets get... 
From the days of going hand to hand and dodging
federal felonies
Type is on the hill, then let's be real
... checking over grill

It's my time, I'ma kill them with my punch line
My style's burning up like the sunshine
I'm lyrically inclined ah me don say
... so tell them fake emc, when wanna bring with the... 
Yeah, that's action greedy,... I just represent di city

Yo when me rise, we keep it arise
Dropping it, on the streets every night
We grab the mike and tah keep it alive
Write rhymes ah when we drive

Keith glory ball so cold like Jake rock the nation
Broadcasting life and that's a sensation
My creation has seen day like Jason
Psychiatrics back and forth from the track vocals
pacing
In Indiana like a... double Hennesy black with the
Heineken chaser
... I take time out and whip your ass on intercourse
My instinct is instinct,... you got the right street
But the wrong motherfucking yo yo

Yo when me rise, we keep it arise
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Dropping it, on the streets every night
We grab the mike and tah keep it alive
Write rhymes ah when we drive
When we rise, we make people surprise
Let the semi up di eat ah my rise
They had to... big... 
They're trying to steal my style

And fuck calling me bad, don't call me at all
Rest in peace to Big gun, Big L, 2Pac and Biggie Smalls
May bless they souls... 
Shalom call the... I can spit it and save the... 
Jake is alive cause it's track like the stars
You a coward on the mike behind the curtains like the
wizard of oz
I roam with the death squad and the legion of doom... 
Get better with time on Jason getting the finals
You can never in your life, fuck with Keith

Yo when me rise, we keep it arise
Dropping it, on the streets every night
We grab the mike and tah keep it alive
Write rhymes ah when we drive
When we rise, we make people surprise
Let the semi up di eat ah my rise
They had to... big... 
They're trying to steal my style.
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